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Abstract

LIFE, THE MULTIVERSE, AND EVERYTHING: HOW CRISIS ON INFINITE
EARTHS CHANGED DC COMICS
By Kate Simonsen, M.A.
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Arts in English at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2012.
Major Director: Tom De Haven, Professor, English Department

Published from 1985 to 1986, DC Comics’ Crisis on Infinite Earths created the
expectation that each crossover will result in numerous deaths and alter the structure or
history of the DC Universe. Since many of these changes, such as the death of a popular
or iconic character, cannot be sustained long term, the success and influence of Crisis on
Infinite Earths led to the erosion of the very elements that made it shocking. Entire
worlds can be destroyed, but superreaders eventually suspect that no change is ever
permanent and, as more iconic characters are revived or rebooted, death is no longer
meaningful.

iv

Introduction
Fans and scholars divide the history of comic books into the Golden Age (19381945), Silver Age (1956-1969), Bronze Age (1970-1984), the Dark Age (1984-1998),
and the Modern Age (1998-present) (Olson, 24; Levitz)1. Throughout the Golden and
Silver Ages, new characters and story elements were introduced, but superheroes
remained largely static as iconic characters such as Superman and Batman did not age,
marry, have children, or die except in stories explicitly said to be outside of continuity.
The Bronze Age added more realistic elements to superhero comics as Green Lantern
was accused of ignoring black humans while rescuing and protecting aliens of all colors
and Green Arrow’s former sidekick became a heroin addict, but heroes and villains
remained essentially immortal even as their world began to include struggles with racism,
drug abuse, and other real world problems that could not be solved in twenty pages.
Noted for its escalating violence and high profile deaths, comics of the Dark Age imitated
the style of works like Watchmen and The Dark Knight Returns without capturing their
substance, combining death and violence with collectibles, #1 issues, and variant covers.
Proponents of the term “Dark Age” feel that this label “captured the era’s essence” better
than the Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide’s Copper Age or other terms that would
maintain the metallic theme (Voger, 6). Used to refer to the current publishing era, the
Modern Age abandoned some of the Dark Age’s gimmicks, but maintained the
increasingly graphic violence and reliance on crossover “event” comics.
Published from April 1985 to March 1986, Crisis on Infinite Earths is significant
to the beginning and evolution of the Dark Age and the Modern Age. The Dark Age, an

1

These is some disagreement on the ending dates of the Golden and Silver Ages and the beginning and
ending of the Dark Age.
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analysis of this comic book era, places Crisis on Infinite Earths at #1 on its list of Top 10
Most Important Books or Series of the Dark Age, before The Dark Knight Returns or
Watchmen, “[f]or kicking fan obsession with continuity into overdrive, for having a
(more or less) lasting effect on continuity thereafter, and for its unequaled volume of
superhero casualties” (Voger, 160). Crisis on Infinite Earths used familiar, established
DC characters in what looks and reads like a typical superhero story, but vast portions of
DC’s settings and history were erased and several major characters were killed. By
establishing that it was possible to significantly alter the DC Universe, Crisis on Infinite
Earths made it necessary to do so, thus creating the paradox of modern DC Comics
storytelling and sales strategy: major events generate sales and require some level of
death and destruction, but permanent character death would threaten the long term
viability of the franchise. The years since Crisis on Infnite Earths have produced a
number of storylines meant to recreate its success and impact and, as the stakes must be
continually raised without actual risk to the most valuable characters, these Post-Crisis
events cause readers to disengage or mistrust the narrative.
Discussion of Crisis on Infinite Earths frequently includes the question of
whether or not it was successful. Crisis on Infinite Earths succeeds in its goal to remove
the fifty years of continuity before it, but it “fail[s] miserably as an attempt at
simplification, giving the world a DC universe that made even less sense than before”
(Klock, 24). Although the multiverse is established as never having existed at all with
Crisis on Infinite Earths #11,“once you have the multiverse and its resources, they don’t
go away, no matter how you write and rewrite the story…” (Hanley, 249). Like almost
everyone who dies in comics, the multiverse miraculously recovers—but maybe it’s a
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new multiverse rather than the original. Crisis on Infinite Earths “brought readers to DC
Comics, and that was, of course, its purpose,” but there’s a chance its purpose “was not
merely to sell extra comics but to render manageable over-proliferating material” but it
ultimately spawned “entirely arbitrary additional revisions of backstory” (Wolfman, 2;
Kaveney, 34).
Given the variety of answers, the question is not if Crisis on Infinite Earths
succeeds or even what its actual purpose was, but what happened because of it. Crisis on
Infinite Earths created and established “[r]etroactive changes, reimaginings,
reinterpretations, revisiting origins, and revisions [as] major storytelling tools” (Klock,
21). In fulfilling its tagline that “Worlds will live, worlds will die, and nothing will ever
be the same,” Crisis on Infinite Earths formed a template for many of the crossovers that
followed it, spawning three decades of “near-constant turbulence” created by “stories that
crossover with scores of ongoing series and may change the fundamental premises of
some of them for as much as a few months” (Wolk, 103). Crisis on Infinite Earths
created the expectation that each crossover will result in numerous deaths and alter the
structure or history of the DC Universe. Since many of these changes, such as the death
of a popular or iconic character, cannot be sustained long term, the success and influence
of Crisis on Infinite Earths led to the erosion of the very elements that made it shocking.
Entire worlds can be destroyed, but dedicated readers have every reason to assume that
the world will return at some point and that no death is ever permanent.
I will begin this assessment of the changes created by Crisis on Infinite Earths by
looking at how crossovers become burdensome as a storytelling and marketing device
before considering the impact of frequent universal change and mass character death.
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Closely related to the burden of crossovers is the issue of how time functions both Preand Post-Crisis, and how the concept of the crossover as a continuity fix only leads to
additional problems. Finally, after examining how time functions or fails to function as
less time encompasses more events, I will look at how Crisis on Infinite Earths alters
death for superheroes and how each additional crisis turns a formerly easy way to imply
meaning into something meaningless.
For specific, generic examples outside of Crisis on Infinite Earths, I will attempt
to use Superman, Batman, and/or Wonder Woman whenever possible. These three
characters have remained in continuous publication since their creation and are widely
recognizable. Superman possesses god-like powers, Batman has trained his mind and his
body to the human ideal, and Wonder Woman is somewhere in between, blessed by her
gods but originally promising that Amazon training could make any woman a Wonder
Woman.
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Crisis on Earth-A!
You can’t appreciate a lot of DC’s mainstream books today unless you’re a
longtime reader, because they reflect an intimidating body of backstory. On the
other hand, you also can’t appreciate a lot of DC’s mainstream books today if you
are a longtime reader, because odds are you know and/or care more about that
backstory than the actual writers and editors (Miller).

In looking at the potential burdens of backstory and the shared universe, we’re
looking at readers and superreaders rather than collectors. Collectors are those who want
or see value in the comic as a physical object while readers and superreaders value the
characters and the storyworld. It is possible to be both a reader and a collector or a
superreader and a collector, and it is possible to be a reader or superreader without
actually purchasing comics. As one can be a collector without reading or having ever
actually read the issues one collects, this discussion will focus primarily on readers and
superreaders2.
The terms reader and superreader are more precise and thus more useful than a
term like fan. Fans are largely self-identified, but discussion within fan communities
may set certain, occasionally strict standards for what constitutes a “real” or “true” fan.
Tumblr accounts like DC Comic Confessions allow users to submit secrets that are
posted as bars of text over a related image and may attempt to question whether or not
one is a true fan (“I don’t understand how you can call yourself a Barbara Gordon fan and
NOT like Oracle…”) or respond to one’s own status as a fan being questioned or denied
(“I hate when people tell me I’m not a true fan just because I don’t read comics”).
2

See Jeffery A. Brown’s “Comic Book Fandom and Cultural Capital” for an in-depth look at collectors.
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Outside of fan communities, “fan” may carry negative connotations that are not
necessarily true for all those who could be categorized as a fan, and even attempts to
avoid or disprove stereotypes may still fail to recognize the fact that some fans are female.
The term fan also carries the assumption of enjoyment and creates a potential split
between fans of a character and fans of a work featuring that character. If I am a fan of
the character Batman, I may feel that I should read or even need to read storylines such as
Batman RIP or Battle for the Cowl to understand what is happening in Batman comics,
but this does not necessarily mean I could be considered a fan of these storylines; it is, in
fact, quite possible that I may claim to dislike these events because of my identification
as a fan. Avoiding the term “fan” and using the terms “reader” and “superreader” allows
us to identify those who consume and potentially respond to comics by what they do and
avoids the potential argument of what one must have read, watched, bought, or enjoyed
to be considered a “fan.”
A superreader can be distinguished from a reader in that the former are “readers
familiar enough with enormous numbers of old comics that they’ll understand what’s
really being discussed in the story” (Wolk, 105). Readers become superreaders out of a
desire to learn more about the characters and the storyworld. As more stories are written
and the storyworld becomes more complex, “keeping track of this intricate history
[becomes] a particular pleasure” for the superreader (Daniels, 54). The superreader
recognizes “forgotten Golden Age characters being trotted out again and integrated into
the tapestry of continuity” as well as allusions to more recent characters and events
(Wolk, 69). Gathering and recalling this information is not only the result of the
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superreader’s interest in the genre, but also provides the enjoyment of having the
knowledge:
If you pick up a story crammed full of inside references, and you’re enough of an
insider to catch them all, you’re going to feel like it was made just for you, and it
will intensify the sense of difference between you and non-comics readers (Wolk,
65).
Inside references create a sense of community by distinguishing between insiders and
outsiders. Superreaders can establish themselves and recognize each other through what
references are caught, but this is not the only benefit provided. References to past stories
also make the “[a]uthor and audience become intimately connected; they become, in
effect, members of a club who know the ‘secret handshake’” (Irwin, 86). In a genre in
which fans frequently become creators, recognizing the author or artist’s allusions gives
additional status to the superreader and allows the creator to be recognized as a fellow
superreader.
Wolk’s superreader shares some similarities with Reynolds’ “ideal fan,” a reader
“capable of envisaging an ideal DC or Marvel metatext: a summation of all existing texts
plus all gaps which those texts have left unspecified,” but the metatext is impossible as
new texts are constantly being published (Reynolds, 43). Like the metatext, the ideal fan
remains ideal, but the superreader only has to be “familiar enough,” a status that does not
even require reading “every single canonical DC or Marvel title” (Reynolds, 43). The
superreader may only read story or character summaries and still qualify as “familiar
enough.” This distinction is important as the superreader as defined by Wolk does not
need to actually read everything to be considered a superreader.
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Early superhero comics valued accessibility over the appeal to superreaders as
Golden Age comics were considered largely disposable. To allow anyone to read and
understand an issue, the earliest “superheroes would usually operate in inconsequential
short stories and isolated worlds, unaware of any others of their type, unaffected by any
previous story’s events, always restoring the status quo at the end of every case” (Gravett,
74). These heroes worked independently, even when featured in the same comic book
title, until All-Star Comics, “[o]riginally an anthology featuring the Flash, Hawkman,
Sandman, Hourman, and the Spectre, […] became the first superhero team title with the
appearance of the Justice Society of America (Winter 1940)” (Benton 1, 148). First
appearing in All-Star Comics #3, the Justice Society established the shared universe by
combining characters from different creators into the same superhero team. In
Superheroes! Kaveney suggests that “[t]he original purpose of the superhero team-up
comic was to sell more copies, both of the new team-up comic and of the comics relating
to each of the characters included, by persuading those fans who were interested in one
character but not another to decide that they were more interested in both than they had
thought” (Kaveney, 101). The purpose of the Justice Society was to interest readers and
generate sales, but Kaveney’s assessment has more in common with later crossovers than
with the earliest issues of All-Star Comics. Members of the original Justice Society were
“DC Comics heroes who were not already starring in their own comic books.
Membership changed as characters advanced to their own title and less popular members
were replaced” (Benton 1, 148). The Justice Society’s goal was to make its members
popular enough to carry their own titles, not to sell both All-Star Comics and a
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superhero’s eponymous title. Once a character was able to sell his own title, he “became
[an] honorary member and ceased to appear” (Daniels 2, 57).
Within the storyworld, the fact that these characters could join a team of
superheroes implied that they existed within the same world despite their different origins
and abilities. With the creation of a shared universe through superhero teams
“[c]ompanies began to establish unified and recognizable universes throughout their
products, providing their readers with clearly identifiable, coherent fictional worlds
which were also a company’s brand identity” (McCue, 6). “Coherent” might be
stretching it, but the Justice Society created a unified universe that allowed less well
known characters to be recognized as belonging to the same world as better known, more
popular characters like Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman. Even if Doctor Fate
and Hourman were unable to support their own books, they must be powerful characters
if they belong to the same superhero team as Superman and Wonder Woman.
“Mission to Planet Eros,” a 1942 Wonder Woman story published in Sensation
Comics #11, references the character’s involvement with the Justice Society and refers to
an adventure published a month earlier in All-Star Comics #13. As she puts on a newly
acquired crime-fighting accessory, Wonder Woman remembers an earlier encounter with
Desira and how the fairy-like Venusian kissed her earrings to give them magnetic powers.
“Shanghaied into Space,” the Justice Society story from All-Star Comics #13, is
referenced to explain where the earrings came from and that Wonder Woman already
knows Desira, but there is no additional attempt to promote or even identify the earlier
issue. Comics and their stories were still considered disposable enough that, although
Wonder Woman references a previous adventure from another title, there is no attempt to
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sell the Justice Society comic outside of Wonder Woman’s mention of her membership in
the team.
The potential for the multiverse is created as characters who were not
continuously published throughout the 1950s began to be reimagined and reinvented:
When editor Julius Schwartz revived the Flash as an entirely new character in the
Silver Age, he created an opportunity to reboot other bygone heroes. Hot on the
heels came a new Green Lantern (now given his power ring by a dying alien
rather than the mystical train lantern of the Golden Age character), Hawkman
(now an alien policeman come to Earth), and the Atom (now a scientist with a
size-changing ray) (Rossi).
After these new versions had been created, 1961’s “The Flash of Two Worlds” in Flash
#123 created a reality in which both the Golden and Silver Age versions of these
characters were “real” as Barry Allen discovered that his favorite comic book character,
Jay Garrick, existed on “a duplicate Earth occupying the same space as our own Earth,
but separated from it because it vibrates at a different speed” (“Crisis on Earth-One”, 1).
“The Flash of Two Worlds” established the existence of Earth-1 and Earth-2 and created
the possibility of interaction between other Golden and Silver Age chracters as well as
the possibility of additional Earths, all of which could be considered “real.”3
The Pre-Crisis multiverse is not equivalent to imaginary stories or the later
Elseworlds line as any events that occur within the multiverse are considered to have
actually happened. Pre-Crisis imaginary stories “involved events that could not be
allowed to happen in regular continuity (e.g., the permanent death of Superman)….and

3

Our own Earth was eventually included as Earth-Prime, although its destruction during Crisis on Infinite
Earths and our continued survival suggests that it was only incredibly similar to our universe.
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were understood to be things that could happen, but didn't or wouldn't” (Woodward).
Elseworlds are not stories that could happen in continuity, but stories in which “heroes
are taken from their usual settings and put into strange times and places—some that have
existed or might have existed, and others that can’t, couldn’t, or shouldn’t exist.”4 In the
Pre-Crisis multiverse the same events may not occur on all earths and may not all occur
at the same time, but Earth-1 and Earth-2 are both actual worlds within the multiverse
rather than dreams, imaginary stories, or other “What if?” scenarios that are revealed or
marked as not having happened. Barry Allen, the Earth-1 Flash, originally assumes that
the Earth-2 Flash is fictional, but both are able to interact with each other as “real people”
from their respective worlds.
“Crisis on Earth-One” in Justice League of America #21 featured the first team-up
between the Golden Age Justice Society and the Silver Age Justice League. This 1963
story refers to “Flash of Two Worlds”—it essentially has to in order to explain the Earth1/Earth-2 concept—but the reference is entirely explained. Readers who have not read
the earlier story are still given the required information:
For those readers unfamiliar with the two Earths in which Barry (Flash) Allen and
Jay (Flash) Garrick operate, we point out that two objects—like our planet Earth
and its duplicate—can inhabit the same space if they vibrate (as all matter does, to
an extent) at different speeds. By vibrating swiftly, both Jay-Flash and BarryFlash have been able to travel in and out of both Earths… (“Crisis on Earth-One”,
3)

4

Taken from the front matter of the 1997 edition of Kingdom Come.
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Superreaders gain the benefit of catching the reference to “Flash of Two Worlds” before
it is explained, and non-superreaders are not confused by the appearance of duplicate
Earths, Flashes, Green Lanterns, and so forth.
References to earlier stories continued to appear after “Crisis on Earth-One,” just
as superhero comics frequently include a textbox referencing a previous issue, but the
nature of these references had changed by 1966’s “Crisis Between Earth-One and EarthTwo.” While the Wonder Woman story mentioned above referred to an earlier adventure
without providing a title or issue number and “Crisis on Earth-One” directed readers to
Flash #123 while providing all the necessary information, “Crisis Between Earth-One
and Earth-Two” gives the editorial comment:
If you haven’t read it, you’re out of luck—but if you can beg, borrow or buy a
copy of Showcase #55, you can still thrill to “Solomon Grundy Goes on a
Rampage!” (11)
The necessary information (Solomon Grundy “has absorbed some of Doctor Fate’s
powers as well as those of Green Lantern”) is again given to the non-superreader, but
there is now the suggestion that the reader has missed something the superreader enjoyed.
Superreaders who have read Showcase #55 “thrilled” to this story; non-superreaders are
“out of luck.”
The summer issues in which the Justice Society and the Justice League worked
together “were a guaranteed sales event that never grew stale,” but these events were not
crossovers in the same sense as Crisis on Infinite Earths and later events are (Waid, 4).
The annual Justice Society and Justice League team-ups were often two part stories, but
these stories occurred only in the Justice League of America title. When characters
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moved between Earths in other titles and stories, these events were still largely separate
from each other. Superreaders might remember events from earlier issues and titles, but
readers were not expected to treat these stories as connected in the same way that Crisis
on Infinite Earths attempted to create a narrative by combining a twelve issue limited
series with special issues of existing titles.
After Crisis on Infinite Earths “[t]he events keep appearing, because they keep
selling,” and the events not only sell themselves but whatever issues are connected to or
“tie in” to the event (Wolk, 103). I prefer the term “crossover” as it describes what these
storylines do: use multiple, separate titles to construct a single narrative. Crossovers
may include a miniseries that provides a name for the storyline or they may appear
entirely in existing titles. Regardless of their structure, crossovers are an “exercise in
forcing readers to buy every single comic book put out during the event” and this is how
they become burdensome to the superreader (Rossi).
The superreader wants to know more about the universe and having additional
stories to read and discuss with other superreaders is part of his or her enjoyment. Again,
the superreader only has to be “familiar enough,” and we can assume that only the ideal
superreader would be equally interested in all characters and all storylines. An actual
“reader normally leaves books behind whose characters or talent fail to interest him,” and
the actual superreader would only be distinctive in a greater knowledge of their preferred
characters or talent (ouzomandias). Superhero comics are both entertainment and a brand;
stories are designed to sell, but it may be difficult to overcome readers and superreaders’
character loyalty. Reynolds’ ideal fan is only “capable of envisaging an ideal DC or
Marvel” (43, emphasis mine). Even when we consider what the ideal fan would be, he or
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she has chosen one major superhero publisher or the other, not both. Presumably the
actual superreader is likely to be an expert in one character or group of characters and
familiar enough with the rest of the storyworld. Wolk’s superreader is able to recognize
every reference to past characters and storylines. This superreader could be an actual
superreader, but even actual superreaders are unlikely to be equally interested in all
characters. Within DC Comics, certain characters are more popular and more
recognizable than others. J’onn J’onzz, the Martian Manhunter, has many of Superman’s
powers (super strength, flight) and even some that the Man of Steel lacks (shapeshifting,
intangibility). Despite this, Superman is more popular, more widely known, and appears
in more titles. If readers and superreaders were equally interested in all characters (and it
is interest that turns readers into superreaders), every character would be able to support
his or her own title.
Crossovers force readers and superreaders to ignore their existing character
loyalty by creating the impression that they must purchase all titles labeled as crossovers
to understand the changes occurring in the storyworld (and changes will occur if only to
market the crossover). In an article posted as part of his site The Quarter Bin,
Ouzomandias uses the typical length, page count, and panel number to determine how
much space could be allotted to a single heroic character during a crossover like Crisis on
Infinite Earths:
If your favorite superhero, some figure who doesn't rate his own book, appeared
in a 12-issue megacrossover event, you might count on his having a good three
panels to himself….Could this justify purchasing 12 books at $3 US per issue?5

5

This is a modern price point. As will be discussed below, the superreader of 1985-1986 would need to
justify at least twelve books at $1.25 per issue.
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Additionally, this breakdown is only mathematical. A character not popular enough to
have his or her own title is unlikely to be given the same amount of space as more
popular, better selling characters unless the crossover is also being used as an attempt to
promote or establish a less popular character. Crisis on Infinite Earths has pages of
multiversal or universal creation, universes slowly being destroyed without featuring any
established characters, scenes for characters created solely for the crossover, and scenes
for characters purchased from other companies. Even if a superreader’s favorite
character receives his or her three panels, he or she may only be standing there in silence.
If one’s primary interest is in a particular character or team, a crossover’s main title is a
poor investment as it focuses on the storyworld and changes to the storyworld rather than
on any particular individual character.
If the superreader’s favorite character regularly appears in a monthly book, he or
she may be shown to have a larger part in the crossover in this regular book even if he or
she only appears as a background character in the crossover’s main title. However,
readers and superreaders are already reading regularly published comics in which their
favorite character or characters are likely to appear. The crossover does not provide any
incentive to buy titles that would be read anyway, and it may even disrupt or replace the
story the reader or superreader wants. The crossover may attempt to encourage readers
and superreaders to buy additional issues by using tie-in issues to suggest that a reader or
superreader has been given an incomplete story or that some important information or
event will be provided in another title. The Official Crisis on Infinite Earths Crossover
Index provides a contemporary assessment and listing of Crisis on Infinite Earths’s tie-in
issues.
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Published in July 1986, four months after the final issue of Crisis on Infinite
Earths, The Official Crisis on Infinite Earths Crossover Index contains information about
the known or theorized multiple earths6, Lyla/Harbinger and the Monitor’s appearances
before Crisis on Infinite Earths #1, all the crossover issues during Crisis on Infinite
Earths, and which characters appeared during which issues of Crisis on Infinite Earths.
The Monitor’s appearances before Crisis on Infinite Earths are given in “rough
chronological order” with one or two sentence summaries describing the nature of his or
Lyla’s appearance in each issue (Mougin, 6). After cataloguing these issues before Crisis
on Infinite Earths, The Official Crisis on Infinite Earths Crossover Index provides a “list
of all Crisis crossovers, both ‘official’ and ‘unofficial’” in alphabetical, rather than
publication, order (Mougin, 7). Since the issues are not listed as they were published or
as they would have happened as part of Crisis on Infinite Earths, The Official Crisis on
Infinite Earths Crossover Index follows its listing of tie-ins with chronological lists of
selected characters’ appearances during the event and “a flowchart to the events of Crisis
on Infinite Earths” (Mougin, 29).
“Official” and “unofficial” are most likely used to distinguish between issues that
have a “Special Crisis Crossover” banner on the cover and those that do not. The use or
lack of this banner does not appear to indicate an issue’s importance to the main Crisis on
Infinite Earths storyline. Despite having the crossover banner, All-Star Squadron #56 has
its characters “assemble to discover the cause of the red skies, but instead get involved in
a battle with the Sense-Master” (Mougin, 9). The banner is used to sell the issue to those
who would not otherwise read it and create the impression that it is somehow connected
6

The Official Crisis on Infinite Earths Crossover Index includes Earth-C, “home to a world of
anthropomorphic animals,” and Earth-B, an Earth that “is only posited to exist because of inconsistencies
created in comics edited by Murray Boltinoff, or written by Bob Haney or E Nelson Birdwell” (6, 4).
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to Crisis on Infinite Earths, but the actual issue only recognizes that strange events are
occurring before the characters decide to do something else. If your favorite character is
a regular character in All-Star Squadron, the reference to red skies is taking panels away
from the story you wanted to read; if you have only purchased All-Star Squadron #56
because it is labeled as a Crisis Crossover, you have purchased a brief acknowledgement
of Crisis on Infinite Earths and a story that you may or not be interested in.
Including the Monitor and Lyla’s appearances before the event and a post-Crisis
crossover, The Official Crisis on Infinite Earths Crossover Index lists eighty-five
crossover titles7 that can be considered part of the Crisis on Infinite Earths storyline.
Again, the superreader wants to gain as much information about the universe and specific
storylines as he or she possibly can. The superreader does not have to read the ninetyseven issues that make up the entire Crisis on Infinite Earths crossover8, but he or she
will want to make the attempt. Cover prices of these issues ranged from $0.75 to $1.25,
so the 1980’s superreader would be paying up to $121.25 to read the entire crossover,
assuming he or she was able to determine which unmarked issues could be considered
tie-ins.
Modern superreaders have the advantage of being able to determine what should
be included and what shouldn’t more easily than the 1986 superreader. In a 2009 thread
titled “Crisis on Infinite Earths reading order?” forum users on Comic Book Resources
create their own chronology of Crisis on Infinite Earths. The original post gives a list of
106 issues, including the twelve issues of Crisis on Infinite Earths. Another user adds an
additional forty-one titles even before including Legends, a crossover published the
7

DC Comics Presents #78 is listed as both a pre-Crisis appearance of the Monitor and Lyla and a Crisis on
Infinite Earths crossover.
8
12 issues of Crisis on Infinite Earths plus the Crossover Index’s 85 tie-ins.
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summer after Crisis on Infinite Earths, and a “Flash run from the Late '90s that sorta tied
in,” bringing the total number of issues for recommended reading up to 211
( http://forums.comicbookresources.com/showthread.php?270391-Crisis-on-InfiniteEarths-reading-order). The creator of the thread is a superreader looking for input and
advice from other superreaders (“I've gotten some contradictory info for Crisis on Infinite
Earths, and wanted to stop lurking here and run what I found past the forum, to see if it
looks right - if I'm missing anything, have things here I don't need, or the order should be
adjusted”), but even this desire for a complete, correct version of the Crisis on Infninte
Earths crossover does not include reading every issue marked as part of the event:
My goal is to read all the books that are truly connected and important and add to
the story, but I'm not really interested in reading books that don't really connect.
For example, all those books with a single panel of the Monitor's back talking on
the phone, I don't really care about, but if a book expands on something in the key
series and it will enhance my understanding of the event, I'd like to make sure to
include it. (Fisher)
The superreaders not only want “to read all the books that are truly connected and
important,” but they also want to avoid the books that are neither connected to the event
nor important to it. By using other superreaders and references guides like The Official
Crisis on Infninte Earths Crossover Index, superreaders attempt to determine how a
crossover should be read.
These attempts to create a chronology, and the fact that different reading orders
are possible, show that order is a consideration of readers and superreaders rather than the
creators. A crossover like Crisis on Infinite Earths encourages readers to pay over one
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hundred dollars for a narrative that gives little consideration to its own order. As will be
discussed below, the concept of time and order are largely introduced to the DC Universe
even though the crossover itself cannot be given a definite, coherent chronology within
its own issues or within later timelines.
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Time Enough to Save the World

Some terms that may be useful to the discussion of time are continuity, timeline,
and retcon. Continuity refers to what has actually happened in the storyworld. What is in
continuity can also be said to be canon. A timeline is a linear, chronological organization
of continuity that specifies when an event occurred. A timeline can be official (included
as part of a comic published by DC Comics) or created by readers. Reader-created
timelines may incorporate information from official timelines or may reject or alter this
information although explanation may be required for anything that deviates from an
official source. Among the criteria for The Unauthorized Chronology of the DC
Univserse is that “[i]t’s annotated. I take pains to explain all my reasoning, especially
noting those cases where authoritative sources are scarce and conflicting evidence or
personal speculation is involved” (Miller). In developing a timeline, projects like The
Unauthorized Chronology rely not only on official timelines but information contained
within stories, partially justifying their existence by the fact that official timelines may
leave out information or disagree with other official sources. A retcon is any change to
continuity that alters events previously depicted. Elaboration alone does not constitute a
retcon, providing additional information, such as a depiction of Kryptonian society or
naming the mugger who shot Bruce Wayne’s parents, cannot be considered a retcon
unless it contradicts and replaces established information. Retcons can, however, be
accidental as well as deliberate.
Similar to other visual media, comics construct a narrative through a series of still
images displayed in a sequence; animation is “just visual art in sequence” (McCloud 2,
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7). In animation, the illusion of movement comes from the “in-betweens,” the drawings
that take a character from one important pose to the next. In comics, which are “spatially
juxtaposed” on a page rather than shown continuously on “the same space—the screen,”
the reader mentally supplies the “in-betweens” or transitions from panel to panel
(McCloud 2, 7).
Batman’s 1939 origin occurs over two pages of juxtaposed static images. Each panel
must occupy its own space to avoid becoming illegible, and, as each panel is essentially a
colored drawing, none can actually display movement, but instead “act as a containment
of the action of [sic] segment of action” (Eisner, 28). Looking at the first four panels of
Batman’s origin, we can see that the only movement is what we assume or mentally
supply:
Panel 1: The family stops, the mugger stands in front of them with one hand extended
and a gun in the other. We know from the text box that the Waynes “[are] walking
home from a movie.”
Panel 2: The positioning of Thomas Wayne’s body and the dialogue imply that the
gun has been fired. Thomas is lurching forward, but he is still in the process of
falling and his hat hangs in mid-air.
Panel 3: Thomas is on the ground, not completely prone, and his wife is holding him
up. We know that Thomas has died between Panel 2 and Panel 3 because Martha
says he has (“You’ve killed him.”). The mugger’s speech balloon (“This’ll shut you
up!”) and a line drawn from the gun barrel indicate that the mugger has fired a second
time but, like the hat in Panel 2, the bullet—or rather, a line suggesting the bullet-hangs suspended.
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Panel 4: Both Thomas and Martha Wayne lie on the ground on their backs.
The only movement is what the reader assumes occurs between panels, and some
movements are created entirely by the reader. The mugger must leave because he is not
seen after Panel 3, but we do not see his escape. We do not know how he leaves, only
that he is gone in the next image. We might assume that he runs from the scene, but he
may be just as likely to walk away to avoid suspicion.
Eisner posits that time can be indicated through actions with a known duration,
such as the drip of a faucet, which may be more effective or more interesting than “a
simple statement of time” (Eisner, 30). In this example text boxes provide a frame of
reference (“Some fifteen years ago,” “Days later,” “As the years pass”), but Kane and
Finger’s origin lacks “commonly experienced actions” (Eisner, 30). McCloud in
Understanding Comics suggests that dialogue serves as a time marker as “words
introduce time by representing that which can only exist in time—sound,” but
juxtaposition of speech and action is still determined by the reader (95). I am more
inclined to agree with Genette that written dialogue “does not restore the speed with
which those words were pronounced…In no way, therefore, can it play the role of
temporal indicator” (87). Dialogue in narrative is only a representation of sound, not
sound itself, and the speech balloons in Panel 2 may not necessarily represent actual
order of speech. In this panel the mugger’s speech balloon comes after Thomas’s
because the former is positioned on the right side of the panel, and English is read from
left to right. The speech itself (“You asked for it!”) is something that would be said
shortly before or while firing the gun. If Thomas is interrupted because he has been shot,
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he and the mugger may be speaking at the same time, something that cannot be recreated
in a soundless medium.
Even without more frequent “simple statement[s] of time” and “commonly
experienced actions,” we may still be able to determine a duration based on what does not
occur. Thomas only has enough time to step forward before being killed. We never see
anyone arrive at the scene of the crime despite the fact that Martha calls for help before
being shot, and we do not see how Bruce gets home—however he does, this happens
between Panels 5 and 6, and Panel 6 does not occur the same night as it is labeled “Days
later.”
After Panel 6, Batman’s training is reduced to two panels, one depicting a
laboratory to show Bruce Wayne’s studies to become “a master scientist” and the other
depicting him one-handedly lifting a large dumbbell as shorthand for “train[ing] his body
to physical perfection.” A text box indicates that the two training panels are meant to
represent years although Bruce Wayne is an adult in both. The gutter between Panel 6
and Panel 7 contains the rest of Bruce Wayne’s childhood and his entire adolescence.
Following the two training panels, time slows again. Three panels are used to explain the
financial resources necessary for crime fighting, a need for a disguise, and the
explanation of that costume. Batman’s training is less important than his motivation and
his choice of identity, and even this information is not prioritized over showing the
character in action. The origin first appears in Detective Comics #33 before the
beginning of the character’s seventh appearance, “an afterthought” that becomes
incredibly recognizable and referenced (Daniels, 34)9.

9

A recolored but otherwise identical version of the origin story appears in Batman #1 as “The Legend of
the Batman.”
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Unlike Batman’s origin, Superman and Wonder Woman’s origin stories are used
as introductions to the characters, rather than as explanations after they have already been
established. Superman’s origin and the “scientific explanation” for his powers are given
before his first adventure begins in Action Comics #1, and Wonder Woman’s origin
serves as the story of her first adventure in All-Star Comics #8 and Sensation Comics #1.
The three origins are given different page counts, but all emphasize the character’s
present over the past. Superman’s origin gives three panels—one exceptionally small—
to the destruction of Krypton and his arrival on Earth, and the history of the Amazons is
originally condensed into two pages of text with limited illustrations.
Time is often accelerated during or after the character’s origin story. Once the
character’s motivation and abilities have been explained, time is frequently stopped or at
least slowed to near stasis. Superheroes do not exist in true stasis as their pasts are
accelerated and their stories are associated with action, but the characters themselves are
typically “set” at the approximate age of their first costumed appearance.
Time in comics is often compared to that in soap operas, but soap operas are a
live action format. Characters played by live actors over an extended period of time must
either age or be recast. In this, superheroes are closer to characters on The Simpsons who
have celebrated multiple, once-a-year events without growing older and closest to their
closest relatives: comic strip characters. “Comic books began as reprints of comics from
newspapers” and even original characters shared the newspaper characters’ immortality
(McCue, 6). The majority of comic strip characters age as little as comic book
superheroes do, remaining young and active as long as they are considered popular
enough to warrant page space.
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In superhero comics, younger characters are much more likely to age and be given
specific ages. Mike Voile uses Dick Grayson, and Kara Zor-El to create potential ratios
for the passage of time in Pre-Crisis comics:
Logically Dick Grayson was a teen when the Teen Titans started up in 1965. Yet
in 1986 he celebrated his 20th birthday. So during a span of 21 actual years, he
aged a maximum of 7 years, if he was 13 during the earliest Titans adventures.
Personally I think Dick was a bit older than 13 at the time. I think 15 is a more
reasonable assessment of his age. I think he aged about 5 years in comic time
during that 21 year real time span.

Supergirl was 15 when she came to Earth in 1959. Her 16th birthday was shown
in Action Comics #270 in 1960. Over the next 25 years, she graduated high
school and college, then went on to a career before her ultimate demise in 1985
during Crisis on Infinite Earths. This means that she was likely in her mid-20s
when she died. If she was at most 25 years old, that means 9 years passed for her
between 1960 and 1985.
Based on how these characters aged, Voile posits that approximately three years of real
time would be the equivalent of one year of time in comics. This ratio, and its
application to adult characters, requires some speculation as the ages of adult characters
are rarely given, possibly to allow younger characters to age without characters who were
already adults becoming older. Calculating the passage of time is a potentially interesting
exercise, but it does not necessarily apply to how the characters actually experience time
or age or, in the case of many adult characters, if they do at all. We may be able to
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logically determine that Batman and Superman have aged five years or nine years
because their sidekicks have, but this may only be something that we determine for our
own amusement and not something that will actually be depicted in the comics. Aging is
rarely depicted gradually, as when a child actor grows up over the course of a live action
series’ run, but often occurs in stages.
These stages are similar to the nature of aging in The Sims series of computer
games. Players create and control households of virtual people called Sims. The Sims in
the first game could grow from infants to children, but children never became adults.
Sims could die, but only if killed by accident or if the player controlling them deliberately
created the circumstances for “accidental” death. “Lifestages” were introduced in The
Sims 2 and included in The Sims 3, allowing Sims to be infants, toddlers, children, teens,
adults, and elders, but, despite a bar indicating the number of days before a birthday,
Sims did not transition from one age to another. Instead, they instantly become the next
age after a birthday event, just as the Justice Society introduced in “Crisis on Earth-One”
is established as “older” after their twelve year absence from comics.
Even the depiction of the Justice Society as older characters is largely descriptive.
“After more than a decade of inactivity” the members of the Justice Society perform just
as effectively as the members of the younger Justice League, and the claim that “there are
a few gray hairs showing—and their faces are lined with the passage of time” is largely
contradicted by the picture accompanying this description of aging. Shown together, the
two teams appear to be contemporaries and the Justice Society is only the senior team
because the story insists they are. The Justice Society and Justice League team-ups were
annual events, but no time passes between these meetings. The characters do not
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reference how long it has been since their last meeting, and, except for a time travel
scheme in “The Earth Without a Justice League” and “Crisis on Earth-A,” the heroes
battle the villains in a perpetual “now.”
Crisis on Infinite Earths enacts this “now” by merging all as a result of the chaos
caused by the Anti-Monitor and the five Earths’ removal to a pocket universe. Events
that occur in pre-history, the Wild West, World War II, or the present do not change or
create the future because there is no continuous attempt to progress from one time to the
next. That “[a]ll time has merged together” allows all characters to be involved in the
storyline, even those who exist before the present, as well as representing what we have
accepted while reading earlier superhero stories (Crisis on Infinite Earths 5, 14).
It is important to note that the discussion so far has not included comic book time,
the conceit, in the DC Universe (and at Marvel as well, although seldom found
anywhere outside such super-hero universes—notwithstanding TV soap operas or
occasional prose examples like Erle Stanley Gardner’s character Perry Mason),
that all events since a given point take place on a sliding timescale that dates back
only a few years from ‘the present,’ compressed into far fewer years than it took
to publish the actual stories (Miller).
Time in Pre-Crisis comic books does not function in the same way that real world time
functions, but I am not convinced that the same level of compression occurs as it will
during Post-Crisis comic book time. The Pre-Crisis multiverse also allows for story
progession to be distributed across alternative universes, rather than attempting to
construct a single, definitive chronology for each character. Superman stories from 1938
to 1985 do not form a single narrative, but may occur on Earth-1, Earth-2, or undefined
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Earths if they do not conform to or agree with continuity on an existing Earth. The Earth2 versions of Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman may be referred to as the Golden
Age versions of those characters, but they are Silver Age recreations or reinterpretations
of these characters, not direct continuations of the earliest versions of these characters.10
Crisis on Infinite Earths is followed by an attempt to create a single narrative both at the
character level and at the universal level; Superman stories all represent a narrative that
fits within the larger narrative of the DC Universe.
The introduction of time brings a new form of death to the DC Universe, but it is
rarely natural death as from old age or illness, but sensationalist death designed to boost
sales.

10

Mike’s Amazing World of DC Comics attempts to identify the Earth-1/Earth-2 split for Superman,
Batman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, and Green Arrow.
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“That’s a lot of death! Enough that it starts to lose all meaning.”11
Death in superhero comics is nothing new. Many heroes’ origin stories involve
death: Superman’s origin contains the death of an entire planet12 and, Pre-Crisis, the
death of his adoptive parents; Batman and Robin both witness their parents’ murders; and
Wonder Woman revives a dead soldier before following him to Man’s World. Pre-Crisis
comic book death is something that happens to other people, usually relatives, criminals,
and innocent bystanders. “That a superhero never dies is a tacit agreement between
artists and readers for otherwise, there would be no subsequent issues of that
comicbook,” and even superheroes who are not popular enough to sustain their own title
were much more likely to quietly disappear (Bongco, 94). The Pre-Crisis multiverse
exists because Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman’s less popular peers weren’t
killed after their sales dropped. Less popular characters simply stopped appearing.
Crisis on Infinite Earths brings death to superhero characters both popular and unpopular
along with a villain who destroys entire universes rather than threatening a single city.
By making these things possible, Crisis on Infinite Earths will also make them necessary;
the stakes have been raised, and they continue to be raised. Once the entire multiverse
has been destroyed and rewritten, any event that follows must attempt to present a threat
at least as important. As the events become more and more important, however, readers
begin to lose interest as events that will change the DC Universe forever become ordinary
and expected.
Character death becomes an easy way to establish a new villain as a threat.
Deaths may include not only on-panel, increasingly graphic deaths of named characters
11

Eckert
Give or take a teenage cousin, a dog, a shrunken city in a bottle, and a seemingly infinite number of
criminals in the Phantom Zone.
12
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as well as references to vast numbers of people who died off panel. Many villains’
reputations are based on the length of their existence. Lex Luthor and the Joker do not
have superpowers, but they are considered A-list villains due to their lengthy careers.
New villains, even if they have incredible powers, are expected to prove that they are
dangerous and a significant threat to the heroes and the universe. To compete with
villains who have existed for decades, new villains will often be initially successful,
killing a large number of civilian or even superheroic characters, in order to prove that
they are viable antagonists.13
As has been discussed, crossovers generate sales, but they may no be able to reach
an audience outside of regular readers and collectors. Character death, especially the
death of a well known character, can much more easily generate attention outside of
established readers and collectors. Non-readers may be former readers who were familiar
with the character years ago or they may like or remember the character from other media.
This attention may not always be positive (non-readers may be upset at the idea of a
character’s death), but it does generate discussion.
No matter how much interest it generates, character death is impossible to sustain.
Either the storyworld will be completed depopulated or characters must be revived.
Resurrection would seem to be a positive; if there is sufficient demand, dead characters
can return for additional adventures and may enjoy increased popularity. The more
characters who come back to life, the less death eventually means even as more and more
deaths are considered necessary for each crossover.

13

This is not meant to suggest that age alone provides a villain with status anymore than it necessarily
provides a hero with status. Aquaman and Scarecrow both appeared in 1941, and both are frequently
treated as ineffective or joke characters.
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In looking at the nature of multiple earths and their destruction, it is possible to
make a distinction between alternative universes and alternative timelines although terms
may be used interchangeably and an alternative universe will often have a history similar
to that of an alternative timeline. Alternative timelines are typically the same universe in
which some action by the characters alters history. Unlike alternative timelines,
alternative universes exist simultaneously and are not necessarily the result of characters’
actions.

Alternative universes simply exist, but often require scientific or magic means

for interaction (cosmic treadmill, ion storm); alternative timelines are created by some
form of time travel. A characters or a group of characters change some past event, either
deliberately or accidentally creating an alternate timeline. In some storyworlds,
alternative timelines imply that there is a correct timeline that must be restored or
preserved. Crisis on Infinite Earths reveals that the Pre-Crisis multiverse is an altered
timeline on the first page of its first issue (“and a multiverse that should have been one,
became many”) and eventually explains and depicts how the timeline was altered through
Krona’s attempt to view creation. Once the multiverse is explained as an alternative
timeline, the single “correct” universe must be restored. From the first page of Crisis on
Infinite Earths, the destruction of the multiverse and revision of continuity is expected as
Pre-Crisis history is “wrong.” By the end of the first page, the heroes are set up for
failure as they are invested in preserving the altered timeline.
Following the establishment of the multiverse as an alternative timeline, Crisis on
Infinite Earths begins with an unknown Earth being destroyed. We are introduced to
Pariah, a character created for the crossover and who will eventually reveal himself to be
responsible for the Anti-Monitor’s escape and attack, but no recognizable characters
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appear. The unidentified Earth dies and Pariah is “forced to observe the death rattle of
the multiverse” without being able rescue anyone, die with the Earth, or avoid being
transported to the next site of destruction (Crisis on Infinite Earths #1, 12, 13). Just as
Krona’s experiment is the origin of the multiverse, Pariah eventually confesses that his
attempt to see “the origin of all existence” destroyed his own universe and “somehow
freed the Anti-Monitor” (Crisis on Infinite Earths #7, 14, 15). The destruction of his own
universe and the release of the Anti-Monitor are the cause of Pariah’s “curse” and the
source of his limited superpowers: “You know my curse, Lyla. I am ever drawn to death.
I am immortal, forced to observe the dying, yet never succumbing to that eternal peace
myself” (#7, 1). Pariah is teleported to Earths being destroyed, but he can neither initiate
his teleportation nor resist it.14 He is immortal, but suicidal. While witnessing the
destruction of thousands of universes, Pariah is only able to successfully rescue another
person once and this act is not entirely generous. Lady Quark, the woman he saves from
Earth-6, begs to be left behind, but Pariah refuses: “But I cannot let you die…if I can
save but one life—my eternal damnation will be eased that much more” (Crisis on
Infinite Earths #4, 7). By saving Lady Quark, Pariah is doing what we would expect a
superhero to do, but his motivation is not superheroic. Lady Quark is only rescued
because Pariah manages to hold on to her as he is pulled to the next disaster, and she is
rescued not because of the value of her life, but as an attempt to atone and thus ease
Pariah’s suffering. Even when he asks Lyla/Harbinger, “Have I not atoned for my sins?,”
his examples are largely self-centered. He does not ask how the remaining worlds can be
saved, but “How many more deaths must I be forced to suffer? How many more worlds
14

A later story, Legend of the DC Universe: Crisis on Infinite Earths, suggests that Pariah has a great deal
of control over his teleportational powers, but this ability is not shown within the original Crisis on Infinite
Earths.
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must die for what I did? The Monitor must have known a way I can claim my eternal
rest.” Pariah does accept responsibility for his role in the crisis, but he is primarily
interested in ending his punishment, not in saving others. Frequently depicted gazing in
horror as tears roll down his agonized face, Pariah obviously mourns for the multiverse,
but he only appears as a mourner because he has no choice; his curse drags him from
disaster to disaster while he would rather have died several Earths ago. He is passive
even beyond Reynolds’ assessment of heroes as passive or reactive figures “not called
upon to act unless the status quo is threatened by the villain’s plans” (51). Pariah does
threaten and lead to the destruction of the status quo, but he is not a villain; his role is
rooted in hubris, but ultimately accidental. While not a true villain, Pariah is an
inadequate hero. He could be mistaken for a superhero since he has a distinct costume
and powers beyond those of mortal men, but he largely fails to act when the status quo is
answered. Many heroes in Crisis on Infinite Earths ask what can be done to save the
multiverse and defeat the Anti-Monitor. By asking how he can finally die, Pariah is
essentially asking how he can never have to do anything again.
Immediately after the destruction of the unknown Earth, Earth-3 is the next “to
reach the end of its existence” (Crisis on Infinite Earths #1, 4). Earth-3 is part of the evil
universe introduced in Justice League of America #29, the DC multiverse’s equivalent to
Star Trek’s Mirror Universe. Familiar heroes Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman
are the villains Ultraman, Owlman, and Superwoman who have formed the Crime
Syndicate of America with evil duplicates of Flash and Green Lantern. Earth-3 is not a
complete reversal of Earth-1 and Earth-2 morality; rather than hosting a heroic team
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made of Earth-1 and Earth-2 supervillains, Earth-3 has only Lex Luthor as its single
superhero.
Earth-3 is the first familiar alternative universe to be destroyed because it is
recognizable and disposable. Earths based on characters purchased from other
companies15 have characters who can and will be integrated into Post-Crisis’s single New
Earth. Characters originally from other companies are too valuable to be destroyed. For
Charlton, Quality, and Fawcett characters, Crisis on Infinite Earths provides an
opportunity to not only make them part of the same universe as DC characters, but also to
make them always have been part of the DC Universe. The Crime Syndicate of America
lacks this value. Regardless of their popularity, it would not be worth the effort to save
evil variants of existing characters. Removing the multiverse removes any possible
explanation for evil duplicates, and the Crime Syndicate’s primary appeal is that they are
not villains similar to members of the Justice League, but the same heroes as villains.
The ineffectiveness and death of Earth-3 and the Crime Syndicate is also an easy
way to establish the threat of the Anti-Monitor. As the evil versions of established
Justice League members, members of the Crime Syndicate have the same, and sometimes
additional, superpowers.16 Readers who recognize the characters from Earth-3 will know
that something that can destroy Ultraman can destroy Superman. Ultraman’s final words
to Power Ring emphasize his connection to Earth-1 and Earth-2 Superman. Pariah “can
do nothing more than cry”, but Ultraman will do “[w]hat I have done all my life. I fight
to the very end!” (#1, 7, 8).

15

Earth-4 (Charlton Comics), Earth-X (Quality Comics), and Earth-S (Fawcett Comics). Earth-6 appears
for the first and only time in Crisis on Infinite Earths.
16
Ultraman gains a new superpower when exposed to kryptonite, and Owlman has telepathic powers.
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Pariah is further separated from other costumed, super-powered being through his
isolation. Lang and Trimble suggest that Pre-Crisis superheroes “had few personal
relationships…and such an emotional distance allowed the superhero to maintain an
almost superhuman sense of objectivity,” but there seems to be little evidence of this
within comics (162). Even characters who maintained a secret identity were not entirely
friendless. Superman’s devotion to and willingness to rescue Lois Lane can hardly be
considered objective even if he went to great lengths to keep her from discovering that he
was also a mild mannered reporter, and Wonder Woman often relied on and received
help from Etta Candy and the Holliday girls. Batman, generally perceived as a grim,
solitary figure, had revealed his identity to his young ward and his faithful butler before
the end of the 1940s. Along with these three examples it is possible to identify at least
two communal groups common to most superheroes, the team and the supporting cast:
As a rule of thumb, we can say teams are composed of individuals banded
together with the purpose of combining their powers and abilities, usually against
a threat that is too great for any one of them to handle on their own….[supporting
casts are] regular members of an ensemble cast who are important in the life of
the hero or heroes but whose primary purpose is not to share in the battles and
overt challenges that face the heroes themselves.” (Fingeroth, 103)

Membership in superhero teams in the DC Universe is usually determined by age;
members of the Justice League are usually adults, while sidekicks and other teenage
heroes created or joined teams like the Titans. Based on these teams, it would be possible
to argue that DC superhero teams are composed of characters who can be considered
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equals or contemporaries even if they are not all at the same power level.17 Sidekicks and
other derivative characters are, for whatever reason, rarely considered to be part of a team
with their mentors or inspiration and are often referred to as a “family” such as the
Superman Family or the Bat Family. Although Fingeroth’s discussion posits superhero
teams as provisional families, the term “family” is often used as a way to refer to
thematically related groups of heroes who might not necessarily fit the definition of a
team or to distinguish between costumed and non-costumed members of a supporting cast.
In addition, some supporting cast members cannot be considered not to “share in the
battles and overt challenges that face the heroes themselves.” As a member of the
military, Steve Trevor is certainly involved in the same battle to protect the United States
that Wonder Woman is, just as Police Commissioner Gordon is facing the overt
challenges of Gotham City’s criminals. It may be better to define the supporting cast as
“members of an ensemble cast who are important in the hero’s life, but who do not
maintain a costumed identity” to include characters who fit neither within a team nor
within Fingeroth’s original definition.
These relationships are important enough that Crisis on Infinite Earths finds time
to include them among the end of the world and the multiple attempts to defeat the AntiMonitor. The deaths that occur affect us as readers not just because we may be attached
to the characters, but because we are allowed to see how they affect the survivors. We
are able to see that Batgirl views Supergirl as “a hero through and through” several issues
before Batgirl’s eulogy describes the now deceased Supergirl as “a hero without equal”
(Crisis on Infinite Earths #3, 3; Crisis on Infinite Earths #7, 41).

17

The Justice Society has become a generational team with the founding members serving as mentors for
their children or other younger heroes, but the majority of members are adults.
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Supergirl’s death as is it shown on the cover Crisis on Infinite Earths #7 becomes
one of the definitive images of the crossover. Almost thirty years later, the tagline
“Double Sized Shocker!” seems ridiculous, especially as Supergirl’s fate is revealed on
the cover, but it is important to remember that comic book covers were often deceptive.
During the Silver Age, “many plots and stories were gimmick-driven and wrapped
around the sensationalistic cover idea” (Benton 2, 15). A comment on a Comicvine post
points out that “[i]n the Silver Age, ‘killing’ the hero was a standard plot, generally
always cover teased to entice potential buyers to pick up the book” and provides several
images similar to the cover of Crisis on Infinite Earths #7 (chalkshark).

Superreaders

familiar with lying covers may assume that Supergirl’s death is not the “shocker,” and
even if they believe something will happen to her, they still need to read the issue to
discover how Supergirl dies. When “the end is certain, all that is uncertain is the
means,” and the suggestion of a popular character’s death may encourage more readers to
purchase the issue as they must read it to see what an exaggerated cover really represents
or to see how the death actually occurs (Chatman, 59).
In examining the earlier death of a Marvel heroine, Fingeroth concludes that “as a
comics hero—and gender makes no discrimination here—her death was temporary and
she was brought back to life several years later….” (Fingeroth, 91). This assessment of
equality in comic book death is overly optimistic. Male and female characters neither die
nor come back in the same ways as Crisis on Infinite Earths establishes. Supergirl and
the Flash are both killed in Crisis on Infinite Earths, but they are not mourned or
remembered in the same way. Supergirl’s funeral is shown, both as a public event and as
a private memorial conducted by her cousin. In the last panel of Crisis on Infinite Earths
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#7 Superman promises, “Kara…Linda Lee…Supergirl. I will miss you forever,” but
when his past is rewritten, Kara Zor-El is removed. Either she never exists at all or she
does not survive Krypton’s destruction.
Barry Allen dies and is remembered although he does not have a formal memorial
service in Crisis on Infinite Earths. Until his resurrection near the end of the Post-Crisis
era, Barry Allen serves as both a symbol for the Silver Age and as the martyr of Crisis on
Infinite Earths. Despite early hints that he was in danger “his death was a shocker for
readers who considered this character to be the one who had revitalized comic books
back in 1956” and deeply felt within the storyworld (Daniels, 189).
As for why these particular characters died to save the universe, “[t]hese cruel
fates were not so much dramatic devices as company policy: sales for the Flash had fallen
so low that his comic book was due for cancellation anyway, while Supergirl had not
only slumped but was felt by DC executives to be damaging a more important character”
(Daniels, 189). Supergirl and the Flash were killed rather than retired like the Justice
Society, and Supergirl was ultimately removed from existence. From The Man of Steel
until the character’s reintroduction in Superman/Batman, Kara Zor-El has never existed,
and the Kara Zor-El who died in Crisis on Infinite Earths is not necessarily the Kara-ZorEl who comes to Earth in Superman/Batman #8. They share similar origin stories, but
Post-Crisis Kara lacks the history of Pre-Crisis Kara. The Post-Crisis version cannot
know Barbara Gordon as Batgirl; the former comes to Earth after the latter has become
Oracle, and the two characters are no longer contemporaries and friends. “Whatever
Happened to the Man of Tomorrow?: An Examination of the American Monomyth and
the Comic Book Superhero” supports the idea that returned characters are not necessarily
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the same as the originals: “Superman is dead. Of course, he didn’t stay dead. He was
resurrected in a new title….But it wasn’t the same Superman” (Lang, 157). The revived
Barry Allen may not be identical to the one who died in Crisis on Infinite Earths #8, but
he is meant to be the same character in a way that the Post-Crisis Supergirl is not. He
recognized by his friends and family; the Post-Crisis Kara Zor-El returns to Earth as a
stranger who’s never been there before and who has never died during a crisis.
Earth-2 Huntress is a female character who ceases to exist before she dies. After
the five remaining Earths are merged into a single Earth, Huntress attempts to return to
her apartment. She discovers that someone else lives there and becomes increasingly
distraught as she can find no evidence of herself or her parents, the Earth-2 Batman and
the Earth-2 Catwoman. Eventually she goes to the family cemetery behind Wayne
Manor and finds that there is “[n]othing to indicate [her] father ever died…let alone
lived” (Crisis on Infinite Earths #11, 12). She is visible to the other characters and able
to interact with her surroundings, but Huntress does not exist and is consciously aware of
it: “I’m flesh and blood…I exist…yet I don’t exist.” (Crisis on Infinite Earths #11, 14).
Eventually she, the Earth-2 Robin, and Kole are killed by the final wave of shadow
demons. Their bodies “were never found. Still, there were graveside services. They
would not be forgotten” (Crisis on Infinite Earths #12, 39). Like Supergirl, Earth-2
Robin and Earth-2 Huntress are eventually forgotten within the storyworld as characters
who no longer fit in the single universe.
Kole’s fate shows how arbitrary crossover deaths can be. In a response to Women
in Refrigerators, Wolfman writes that the death of Kole, a female hero who dies along
with Earth-2 Robin and Huntress, “was, in retrospect, a mistake which I did because
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other writers complained we weren't killing off any of my characters in Crisis, and if I
wanted their characters to die I had to kill one of mine.” Characters die not only because
of editorial mandate (Supergirl), but as a way of appeasing other writers or creating the
impression of fairness.
Like the Earth-2 Superman, the Earth-2 Wonder Woman18 survives Crisis on
Infinite Earths with her spouse, but the Earth-1 Wonder Woman is destroyed in a way
that resembles death and, as part of her destruction, she is erased from history just as
Supergirl and Huntress are. Part of Crisis on Infinite Earths penciller George Pérez’s
motivation to work on the Wonder Woman reboot was that
it seemed a real shame that Wonder Woman was kind of just abandoned even
though she was the only one in the Crisis series who actually was destroyed in
order to be re-created. Superman and Batman were both left intact, yet the
character DC planned to resurrect had no direction” (quoted in Daniels 2, 166)
Wonder Woman eventually returns, but with much of her history gone. Her people’s
history has changed, and she herself no longer leaves her home to fight in World War II.
Initially, she is not a founding member of the Justice League and appears after Superman
and Batman have already begun their careers.
The need for hope is repeated by several characters, but Crisis on Infinite Earths
is ultimately a story of survival, not victory. Characters can only restore a timeline that
they do not necessarily want to live in; the single universe in which Superman is the only
survivor of Krypton is the correct one, but it means that characters like Supergirl and

18

The Earth-2 Batman died in Adventure Comics #462 (March 1979).
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Huntress should not, cannot, and do not exist. By the end, only readers are aware of how
many characters have died as some casualties cease to exist shortly after being killed.19
Crisis on Infinite Earths has a modest death count by Modern Age standards, but it is still
responsible for “the idea that these sorts of gigantic crossovers should have high-profile
‘casualties,’ with the imagine of Superman cradling Supergirl’s body, and the Flash
dissolving into nothing, ending up as almost iconic snapshots of Crisis on Infinite Earths”
(Darren).
With its 11th issue in February 1986, Crisis on Infinite Earths “replaced the
company’s 50-year-old ‘multiverse’” with what Thom Parham’s “Superheroes in Crisis
refers to as a “coherent universe” (197). While the multiverse was reduced to a single
universe (and a single universe that, from the beginning of time, had always been a single
universe), it was not necessarily coherent revision.
In attempting to establish a single, definitive narrative, Crisis on Infinite Earths
first creates an event that will be referred to and that happens to all present day characters
at the same time. Unlike many earlier stories, Crisis on Infinite Earths can be referenced
or imitated, but it cannot occur with the same frequency that World War II era heroes
fight Nazi agents or Lex Luthor attempts to kill Superman. Restarting the universe as
part of a story within the universe encourages the establishment of a timeline or
chronology that explains how New Earth resembles or differs from Earth-1, Earth-2,
Earth-X, or any other previously depicted Earth. This information is not necessary for
new readers, but it is necessary for existing readers and especially for superreaders.

19

The Annotated Crisis provides a list of 30+ characters as well as “the uncountable lives lost when the
multiverse was condensed.”
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Readers and superreaders already familiar with the Pre-Crisis universe will want to know
what exactly has been changed by Crisis on Infinite Earths.
Harbinger’s condensed history of New Earth in Crisis on Infinite Earths #11 gives
a miniature version of what will become The History of the DC Universe, a two part
illustrated narrative that attempts to explain how “the histories of planets were changed”
(History of the DC Universe 1, 1). In doing so, History of the DC Universe makes a
mistake by attempting to chronicle “the death of the multiverse and the birth of the
universe” when Crisis on Infinite Earths, the story of the death of the multiverse, makes
itself impossible. After the battle at the dawn of time in Crisis on Infinite Earths #10 and
the depiction of the creation of the universe in Crisis on Infinite Earths #11, the
multiverse does not exist and, as time has been altered at its beginning, the multiverse
never existed. History of the DC Universe maintains not only the antimatter universe
which produces “one single being who would live ten billion years and disrupt all future
reality,” the Anti-Monitor, but also the multiverse that has never been. History of the DC
Universe replaces the creation of the multiverse with the creation of a positive matter
universe and antimatter universe, but its summary of Crisis on Infinite Earths fails to
explain how it would have occurred in a single universe:
The Anti-Monitor’s hunger for power led him to destroy universe after universe,
causing his power to grow with each universe’s destruction. Nothing could halt
his attack. The cataclysmic battle has been chronicled as the Crisis On Infinite
Earths. (History of the DC Universe 2, 33)
The new readers who were assumed to be confused and intimidated by fifty years of
continuity and the existence of similar multiple earths are presumably even more
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confused when History of the DC Universe includes the aspect of continuity considered
most in need of streamlining. According to History of the DC Universe, there has always
been a single universe and a single anti-matter universe, but there are still “[f]ive
Universes…with five Earths” to battle the Anti-Monitor (History of the DC Universe 2,
34).
This attempt to create an uncomplicated universe further complicate the
storyworld by including an event that unwrites itself before it has even ended. The
multiple Earths shown in Crisis on Infinite Earths and referenced in History of the DC
Universe are not merely destroyed; they are erased or uncreated at the end of the tenth
issue. Dying characters are reduced to uncolored outlines before disappearing into
whiteness resembling a blank page. Through this erasure and the establishment of a new
universe, “[Crisis on Infinite Earths] says that every issue of Crisis from #1 to #10 is
false” or at least that it cannot have occurred as depicted in those issues or in History of
the DC Universe (Rossi).
By failing to integrate or ignore Crisis on Infinite Earths, History of the DC
Universe fails to create a working history or to correct additional problems raised by the
rebooted continuity. Superman’s career as Superboy is removed, but the Legion of
Superheroes who were inspired by him are still depicted in the 30th century, and Wonder
Woman’s rewritten origin means that Wonder Girl debuts before she does20. History of
the DC Universe does rely on the decisions of other writers, artists, and editors and
cannot be entirely blamed for the continuity errors it reflects, but the fact that these errors

20

Wonder Girl’s history was already problematic. Originally a younger version of Wonder Woman,
similar to the original Superman and Superboy, Wonder Girl was mistaken for a separate character and
added to the Teen Titans.
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could be summarized, illustrated, and ignored shows the organization flaws in the
construction of Post-Crisis continuity.
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Post-Crisis

The Dark Age
Inspired by works like Frank Miller’s The Dark Knight Returns and Alan Moore
and Dave Gibbons’ Watchmen, “the Dark Age was typified by implausible, steroidinspired physiques, outsized weapons (guns, knives, claws), generous blood-letting and
vigilante violence….superhero makeovers; inter-publisher crossovers; cover
enhancements such as foil-stamping, embossing, glow-in-the-dark ink, and holograms;
cheesecake comics, celebrity creators and ‘spoof’ comics” (Voger, 6-7). Although
lacking many of the typical markers of Dark Age comics, especially graphic depictions of
violence, Crisis on Infinite Earths can be considered
the opening salvo for the Dark Age of Comics for many reasons—for its
obsession with crossover continuity; for its hit list of superhero deaths (notably
those of Supergirl and the Flash); for the intense buzz it created; and especially,
for its aftershocks, which are still being felt. (Voger, 15).
By removing the less restrictive Pre-Crisis continuity and encouraging (if not actually
enabling) an organized serial continuity in which each event leads to the next, Crisis on
Infinite Earths made it possible for superreaders to construct and analyze continuity in a
way that was not possible Pre-Crisis. Crisis on Infinite Earths also established crossovers
as a successful sales strategy, leading to the proliferation of crossovers, special issues,
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and other gimmicks used to generate interest as superreaders began to suspect that they’d
seen some of these tricks before. Here I will analyze the descendents of Crisis on Infinite
Earths, both those storylines that follow its template and those that can be considered
direct continuations or sequels to it, beginning first with A Death in the Family, a four
issue Batman storyline that is not a crossover, but is an early sign of monetized character
death following Crisis on Infinite Earths.21
Jason Todd, the second character to use the heroic identity of Robin, was not
killed during Crisis on Infinite Earths, but the Pre-Crisis character was replaced in PostCrisis continuity. Jason Todd, created as Dick Grayson’s nearly identical replacement,
was rewritten as “an angry, disobedient teenager” (Bell). When DC wanted a reader
telephone poll to be “important stuff. Life-and-death. And we couldn’t just create a
character and then let the audience decide if he survived or perished; whoever we used
had to be someone in whom our readers had an emotional investment…Robin was the
logical candidate” (O’Neil). This “publicity gimmick” became late 1988’s A Death in the
Family, an explicitly monetized character death (Gavin). The threat to and death of a
character generated sales and controversy, but readers were also given the opportunity to
affect the storyline if they were willing to pay fifty cents for the privilege. The readers
who called the 900 number determined that Jason would die, but Crisis on Infinite Earths
made his death possible. Crisis on Infinite Earths not only proved that major characters
could be killed by villains outside of an imaginary story, but the Post Crisis continuity
changes to the character and the Batman franchise made A Death in the Family a

21

Legends (1986-1987) and Millennium (1988) were DC Comics crossovers published before any of the
storylines that will be discussed in this section, but neither is particularly well remembered (possibly
because both storylines seem to serve to introduce new continuity and largely fail to provide an entertaining
story on their own).
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tempting alternative. While Jason’s Pre-Crisis origin and personality were nearly
identical to Dick Grayson’s, the Post Crisis character quickly became unlikable enough
for readers to be willing to spend money to kill him.
At the time of its release, A Death in the Family gained negative attention when
“most people believed that the boy who’d been blown up was Dick Grayson, fondly
remembered from old comics or (more likely) the television series (Daniels, 201). One
contemporary response shows the status Robin (even if it’s not the one you’ve heard of)
had achieved by 1988:
In the old days, a character who led a relatively blameless life could count on a
measure of reader loyalty. Fans would plead with Dickens not to do in Little Nell,
boys and girls would clap hands to keep Tinkerbell alive and Arthur Conan Doyle
was practically forced to resurrect Sherlock Holmes…’Urgent appeal: call 900
and tell Shakespeare whether you want Regan and Cornwall to put Gloucester’s
eyes out. Vote on whether Robinson Crusoe should be rescued. Victor Hugo
needs your help - should Jean Valjean get off with a suspended sentence or spend
his miserable life wading through sewers? Do you support the murder of Roger
Ackroyd?’ (The Globe and Mail)
This response was largely unexpected by writer and editor Dennis O’Neil: “And, hey,
you know, no real kid died. This is paper and ink, and it’s stuff that people make up at 3
o’clock in the morning in front of computers. But, wow, the backlash was enormous”
(quoted in Voger, 36). O’Neil’s reaction shows a potential disconnect between creators
and readers and superreaders. Readers and superreaders purchase comics or vote in
telephone polls because they care about the characters. O’Neil’s reaction (“no real kid
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died”) shows an inability to understand this attachment even as he and other creators rely
on it to sell comics. If readers and superreaders had not felt something towards Jason
Todd, the phone poll would not have received over 10,000 calls, and the result would not
have been remembered and used by future storylines.
1992 and 1993 brought The Death of Superman and Knightfall, storylines in
which Superman and Batman, rather than their sidekicks, were the ones in danger. In The
Death of Superman “Superman was pummeled to death while defending Metropolis from
Doomsday,” a mindless, brutal killing machine with no motivation or backstory (Voger,
89). Knightfall had Batman facing “the monstrous steroid-freak Bane, who defeats him
in hand-to-hand combat and breaks his back” after several issues of an increasingly
exhausted and desperate looking Caped Crusader dragging himself from one supervillain
to the next (Kaveney, 180-181). The Death of Superman and Knightfall, like the cover of
Crisis on Infinite Earths #7, are largely remembered not for their stories, but for their
final images of their defeated heroes.
The storylines also serve as a punishment to the Dark Age reader. At no point
was there any plan to permanently replace either Superman or Batman; instead, their
replacements served to give readers what they claimed to want and punish them for it.
During the KnightsEnd storyline22, a reader ended his letter by asking for “another 900
number to return Bruce Wayne to the Mantle of the Bat. This whole Azrael/new Batman
thing has made me sick!” (Letters column, Detective Comics 677). An editor responded,
“Yes, we know you don’t like this new Batman. Guess what? You weren’t supposed to.
For years people have been calling for a darker Batman, one who might even kill. We
decided to give them one….And you know what? You guys hated it, thank God. But at
22

A continuation of Knightfall.
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least you were interested in the story.” From beginning to end, the Knightfall storyline—
and the replacement Batman—existed out of spite. Readers and superreaders were
expected to buy the story even if they did not actually enjoy it.
As each crossover is marketed as permanently changing the DC Universe (and as
each crossover is expected to do so in order to appear significant), superreaders may
disengage unless the crossover has some inherent value outside of being (yet another)
universe altering crossover. If the writing, art, or characters do not appeal to the
superreader, they are likely to assume that any changes will only last until the next crisis
and that there is no need to continue buying. The Death of Superman, currently titled as
The Death and Return of Superman in its collected edition, and Knightfall were released
with the assumption that Clark Kent and Bruce Wayne would not be permanently
replaced, and both characters had recovered and removed any inconvenient imposters in
time for the next company-wide crossover.
Zero Hour: A Crisis in Time, a 1994 crossover, attempted “to clean up all of the
DC Universe continuity confusion” following Crisis on Infinite Earths, The History of
the DC Universe, and other continuity-altering stories (Daniels 1, 246). The first PostCrisis crossover to be given a title linking it to Crisis on Infinite Earths, Zero Hour shares
its predecessor’s habit of confusing time as it attempts to make the universe more
understandable. The crossover’s main title features a countdown beginning “32 Hours
Ago” and continues to count down during issues numbered from 4 to 0. This would be
unremarkable except for the fact that Zero Hour continues to dutifully count down the
hours even as the scene changes to “Earth’s distant future,” “Vanishing Point…Outside
the timestream,” “the 64th Century,” and the 20th century. Even if one were willing to
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accept that this countdown spans centuries, how exactly it can be “28 Hours, 49 minutes
ago” in a place outside of time is inadequately explained as “chaos in the timestream”
(Zero Hour #3, 21).
Zero Hour #0 presents the reverse of Crisis on Infinite Earths’ destruction.
Accompanied by Hal Jordan/Parallax’s narration, panels slowly appear on white page as
Parallax explains, “This is my blank page for creation. My chance to remake
everything—the way it should be” (Zero Hour #0, 2). Despite this claim, Zero Hour’s
legacy is the establishment of the ten year sliding timeline and Hal Jordan’s role as “a
deluded villain…apparently killed by his old comrade in arms, Green Arrow” (Daniels,
247). The destruction of Coast City during The Death and Return of Superman
contributes to Hal Jordan gaining “flaws that are incompatible with the original
conception of the character” and eventually becoming the main villain of Zero Hour
(Rossi). Fans of the Pre-Crisis character may find this another example of “the scourge
of revamping for the sake of revamping” and, as many other characters are killed during
the event, raising the body count was a way to draw attention to a series (Rossi). With
the death of the JSA in Zero Hour, “DC managed to badly bungle the deaths of
superheroes whom logic required to have mostly departed from life due to the predations
of time and misadventure anyway” (ouzomandias 1). Rather than being allowed to die
naturally, older heroes were used to up the death count (and thus importance) of a
crossover. Ultimately Zero Hour was as successful as Crisis on Infinite Earths at
cleaning up and uncomplicating continuity. Characters with conflicting or confusing
histories were not “fixed” by Zero Hour’s manipulation of history or the creation of an
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official timeline. Those most in need of revision continued to serve as representations of
continuity problems.23
The sliding timeline that appears at the end of Zero Hour #0 largely avoids real
world events or years after 1942, making it theoretically possible to keep the timeline’s
“TODAY” contemporary as real world time moves forward, but the existence of the
timeline and proliferation of universal events creates other issues. The timeline manages
to create distance between events like Crisis on Infinite Earths and the crossovers that
follow, but “TODAY” includes multiple continuity-impacting events even before Zero
Hour. This timeline crowding first appears in Zero Hour #4 as a conversation between
Superman and Batman. Superman’s death and recovery; Batman’s paralysis,
replacement, and recovery; and Lex Luthor’s destruction of Metropolis are referenced
and summed up by Superman’s understatement, “It’s been quite a year for both of us”
(Zero Hour #4, 14). Each of these events is expected to be important to the characters
and the storyworld, but time compression causes them to be quickly mentioned and
dismissed in a few panels. Four years later, a Batman timeline has Batman paralyzed,
replaced, and recovered before Gotham City experiences a demonic outbreak, a plague,
and an earthquake all within the same year, and this timeline does not include events like
The Death and Return of Superman and Zero Hour. Crossovers continue to appear as
they continue to generate sales, but each year becomes more and more crowded as more
events are compressed into a single year. Each additional crossover becomes less and les
23

Shortly after Zero Hour, a series based on the alternative or potential future of
Kingdom Come attempted to establish hypertime, “the actually-it’s-all-true plot device
along the lines of Jorge Luis Borges’s ‘The Garden of Forking Paths,’ invented to explain
all consistences within DC Comics” (Wolk, 86). Despite Wolk’s appreciation of the
concept, hypertime “was almost completely ignored by DC editorial, with Dan DiDio
completely rejecting it six years later in a public statement” (Sims).
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significant as more and more disasters can be part of “quite a year,” gradually creating a
universe in which cataclysmic events accompanied by mass deaths happen constantly
Secret Files and Origins: Guide to the DC Universe 2000 turns the ten year sliding
timeline into a twelve year timeline, but the Past Year/Year 12 includes the same events
that were once part of Year 10 while including additional, more recent events. The strain
on believability is neatly summed up by the one sentence conclusion of Gotham City
plague, earthquake, and shutdown storylines; “Gotham City is rapidly rebuilt and
reopened,” just in time for the next crossover.
Crisis on Infinite Earths initially succeeds at removing the previous fifty years of
continuity and allowing for the possibility to create a single connected narrative, but its
encouragement of crossovers makes a believable timeline unworkable. Events are either
sufficiently spaced out so that characters must age more significantly than they do, or
crises become ordinary. Part of what makes Crisis on Infinite Earths remarkable is that it
was the first. At the time of its publication there was nothing else like it. Since it is
easier to imitate or increase Crisis on Infinite Earths’ death count than to create
something truly innovative, believability is further strained by the expectation that
popular and unpopular characters will be killed during any “important” event. Not only
are crises and crossovers occurring with surprising frequency, but each catastrophe
requires a larger and larger death count. As more and more characters die, resurrection
becomes a possible solution, but, just as repeated deaths can become unremarkable,
resurrection soon stops seeming miraculous.
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The Modern Age
Crisis on Infinite Earths introduced death to superhero characters, but it did not
introduce resurrection. Some characters, such as the Kents, were alive in the Post-Crisis
universe, but they were not revived; in the new history, they had never died in the first
place. Similarly, the deaths of the Dark Age did not include the deceased’s return from
the grave; Jason Todd remained dead until 2005, and neither Superman nor Batman
actually died during The Death and Return of Superman or Knightfall. Despite being a
Robin Hood-inspired archer with no known superpowers, Green Arrow was the first
superhero to come back from the dead. The current character references his revival, but
it has been difficult to find an in-text reference to when this occurred, perhaps because
Oliver Queen came back to nowhere in particular and remained so invisible from
that point forward that readers might question the real difference between this
state and his earlier death. If many superheroes suffer singularly pointless deaths,
Green Arrow has done this one better by suffering an almost altogether pointless
resurrection (ouzomandias 1).
Uneventful as it may have been, Green Arrow’s invisible resurrection does impact
the reading of Identity Crisis, a storyline that dramatically alters the tone of the DC
Universe and the backstory of Ralph and Sue Dibny, the Elongated Man and his wife.
Originally supporting characters for the Flash, the Dibnys eventually appeared in a
backup feature in Detective Comics, solving mysteries together throughout the 1960’s
and 1970’s. 2004’s Identity Crisis begins with Sue Dibny’s murder and eventually
reveals that she had been raped by the villain Dr. Light. Green Arrow’s status as a
resurrected character removes the impact of death within Identity Crisis even though, as a
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murder mystery focusing on an established character and threats to other supporting
characters, readers are meant to respond emotionally. We are meant to see Sue’s death
and the death of Jack Drake, the current Robin’s father, as tragic, but there is no
explanation for the fact that Green Arrow has returned from the dead and the formerly
genocidal Hal Jordan is “working on it,” but spouses and parents are likely to remain
dead. Character death is a way to get attention and to make a storyline seem important,
but “[i]f the death of a superhero doesn’t stick, why should we care?” (Voger, 134).
Once superheroes are able to return for any reason or, in Green Arrow’s case, hardly any
reason at all, no death seems significant, even if certain types of characters are more
likely to stay dead.
Sue is killed because (unlike Lois Lane) she is unfamiliar to non-readers and
possibly unfamiliar to some superreaders, but
[t]he reason the murder of Sue Dibny is so shocking is because of the emotional
investment that longtime readers like myself have in the character, thanks to the
fine work of others, and to first cash in on that for shock value by brutally
murdering her, and then to taint the older appearances by inserting this horribly
degrading assault years into her backstory, making it hard to re-read those
appearances without recontextualizing them through the prism of this
brutalization, seems to me at best a cheap and lazy manner in which to generate
an emotional response in the reader, and at worst an outright slap in the face to all
of those writers and artists who came before you. (Tipton)
Her death is additionally manipulative as it is accompanied by the revelation that she was
pregnant, as if a woman being murdered and her corpse burned in an attempt to hide the
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evidence was not horrific enough. That she is a survivor of sexual assault is never
mentioned until after her death, meaning that “we find out far more about how it affects
the Justice League than Sue, or even Ralph” (Burgas). Identity Crisis exemplifies the
trend of mistaking mature content for mature storytelling by introducing sexual violence
and then silencing its victim. Not only is Sue silenced, but so are the other female
members of the Justice League. Wonder Woman is absent during the sexual assault, and
her eulogy during Sue’s funeral is replaced by Green Arrow’s narrative boxes. Black
Canary and Zatanna disagree about whether or not to erase Dr. Light’s memories, but we
are never told why Black Canary is against the mind wipe and Zatanna is willing to
perform it. As a magician capable of erasing memories, Zatanna’s own opinion of this
procedure should be more important than it is within Identity Crisis, especially as she
does not hesitate to magically disable and remove the memories of her friend and
teammate Batman when he attempts to prevent Dr. Light’s mind from being altered.
After reducing Sue Dibny to a victim, Identity Crisis reduces Zatanna to a convenient
device, brought out whenever the heroes need to remove a villain’s inconvenient memory.
Describing the use of time travel in Crisis on Infinite Earths, Richard Hanley
describes the “obvious analogy between serialization itself and the history of the cosmos:
‘later’ events manage to force the revision of earlier ones” (Hanley, 242) Identity Crisis’
revision of the universe is not as obvious as that of Crisis on Infinite Earths, but it still
serves as a later event which alters our interpretation of earlier stories. Identity Crisis not
only adds sexual assault into a character’s history, but, through visual references to Silver
Age stories, suggests that “simpler” Pre-Crisis stories hid the ruthless behavior necessary
to protect the heroes’ identities.
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Revision in and of itself is not necessarily a bad thing. Having Jonathan and
Martha Kent alive during the Post-Crisis Superman’s adulthood “is arguably the wisest
decision of the revision [Byrne’s Man of Steel storyline]” (Parham, 208). Perez’s
Wonder Woman reboot corrected her original creator’s tendency to mix Greek and
Roman mythology. Identity Crisis “retrospectively damage much-loved characters and
storylines without earning the right to do so” (Kaveney, 198). It is possible to make a
distinction between altering older stories and denying them. Crisis on Infinite Earths
removed certain characters and stories from continuity, but in doing so it did not change
the nature of those stories. Certain events no longer happened or could no longer be
considered part of a character’s fictional history until referenced again. Identity Crisis
shows that many older stories are still within current continuity, but we were initially
unaware that the Justice League is prone to in-fighting and potential unethical behavior.
The Golden and Silver Age superheroes did not become popular because they are prone
to the same flaws that we are, but because they are better than us:
The more power we get, the more avidly we tend to serve ourselves, and our own
interests. But this is where the superheroes stand apart. They realize that there is
no real self-fulfillment without self-giving. They understand that we have our
talents and powers in order to use them, and that to use them for the good of
others as well as ourselves is the highest use we can make of them (Loeb, 15).
This ideal is what becomes lost in Identity Crisis. The Justice League of Identity Crisis is
able to identify and stop the murderer, but they are revealed to use their powers to protect
themselves or punish their enemies.
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The changes brought to the characters by Identity Crisis led into Infinite Crisis,
the first direct sequel to Crisis on Infinite Earths. Infinite Crisis “reexamined the
survivors [of Crisis on Infinite Earths] in light of changes in the DC Universe,” focusing
primarily on Alexander Luthor, Earth-2 Superman, Earth-2 Lois Lane, and Superboy
Prime (Levitz, 643). Many of these survivors, such as the Freedom Fighters originally
from Earth-X, were violently killed during the event. Blue Beetle, one of the characters
purchased from Charlton Comics and considered too valuable to be used in Watchmen,24
was killed during Countdown to Infinite Crisis, a one-shot comic published before the
main crossover. This particular character was chosen because of his connection to newly
villainous Maxwell Lord and “he was a character everyone in the room liked, but hadn’t
been used lately. He fit everything we wanted. I loved the character (and I know that’s
ironic to say when you write the book where the character dies) and I thought he got a
really nice spotlight in that issue” (writer Geoff Johns quoted in Irving, 109). Blue
Beetle’s graphic, on-panel death sets the tone for the superhero deaths that follow. At the
time of Crisis on Infinite Earths it was enough to kill a major character; in Infinite Crisis,
it is necessary to kill multiple, minor characters on a single page and for these deaths to
be bloody and brutal. Characters are impaled, arms are ripped off, and heads are punched
off, often by the very characters complaining that the DC Universe has become too dark
and violent. Alexander Luthor and Superboy Prime, originally good characters in Crisis
on Infinite Earths, escalate the violence of Infinite Crisis even as they complain about it.
Just as Identity Crisis altered the characters of the DC Universe, Infinite Crisis
alters the characters of Alexander Luthor and Superboy Prime without necessarily
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Moore originally planned to use Charlton characters, but was asked to create his own as Watchmen
would leave most of its main characters either dead or unusable.
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improving them or making their changed personalities interesting. I agree with Kaveney
that there is little interesting about Crisis on Infinite Earths’ Alexander Luthor, but the
character’s conclusion that “no matter where they are, or what reality they come from,
when a Luthor stands next to a Superman—they will always be at odds” is hardly an
improvement (Infinite Crisis #4, 6). Infinite Crisis is never about how characters like
Alexander Luthor and Superboy Prime become villains, but always about the violence
they are willing to commit once they are already villains.
Commenting on an article about the New 52, another incarnation of the DC
Universe launched in August 2011, a user identified as Sjv describes potential reader and
superreader turnover:
Anyway… the thing that these companies have all recognized… is that their
audience is only loyal up to a point. As a reader, if you read comics for 10
years… you become increasingly harder to entice, surprise, and keep interest… it
also becomes increasingly difficult to come up with fresh new ideas that you
haven’t seen before. And so, about every 10-15 years, a sizable chunk of the
comics audience drops off to other things.
The evolution of crossovers and their continual use does not suggest that DC editors or
writers are actually anticipating reader turnover or that readers will “become increasingly
harder to entice, surprise, and keep interest[ed].” 2006’s Infinite Crisis expects readers to
be familiar with the events and characters of Crisis on Infinite Earths, Identity Crisis, and
Countdown to Infinite Crisis, Day of Vengeance, Rann-Thanagar War, The Omac Project,
and Villains United.25 2010’s Blackest Night references the Anti-Monitor from Crisis on
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each storyline.
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Infinite Earths and Parallax from Zero Hour as well as essentially any event during which
a character has died. These references, along with the multitudes who have been
resurrected, suggest not only limited turnover, but younger readers who are willing to
find and consume decades of back issues in order to understand what is going on. While
reading Blackest Night, it is quite possible to lose status as a superreader for failing to
realize that the Anti-Monitor is revived prior to the event and that Pariah is among the
zombie-like Black Lanterns26.
In analyzing developments in television story telling, Ryan McGee describes a
situation that could easily be adapted to comic book crossovers and attributed to Crisis on
Infinite Earths: “HBO doesn’t air episodes of television, it airs installments,” the
difference being that an episode (or, in our case, an issue) “functions unto itself as a piece
of entertainment, one that has an ebb and flow that can be enjoyed on its own terms. An
installment serves the über-story of that season without regard for accomplishing
anything substantial during its running time.” This distinction does not necessarily
matter if one watches several episodes at a time on DVD or reads the trade paperback in
several sittings, but the shift from episodes/issues to installments is not beneficial for the
initial consumer. Once it is no longer expected to create a complete story within itself,
even as it moves season- or series-long arcs along, “[t]he single episode has taken a
backseat in importance to the season, which itself is subservient to the series” (McGee).
As comics have become less disposable and Crisis on Infinite Earths has proven that
crossovers will generate sales, each issue comes to rely on the ones before and after it, as
well as the other issues that may or may not play an important part in the latest crossover.

26

This is likely to catch many otherwise dedicated superreaders by surprise as one of Pariah’s only
superpowers is his immortality.
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Crossovers are now available as hardcover editions or trade paperbacks, but the
issues are not collected in a way that suggests all issues of a crossover are truly necessary.
The collected editions of Crisis on Infinite Earths include the twelve issues of the main
title, but none of the tie-ins. Readers who wish to “See New Teen Titans #15” or read a
story “To Be Continued in Firestorm #42” are on their own (Crisis on Infinite Earths #9,
5, 8). The original five volume collection of Batman: No Man’s Land only included half
of the issues released as part of the crossover and none of the issues leading up to the
storyline. More recently, Blackest Night was released as seven separate hardcover and
later trade paperback editions, arranged by title rather than chronologically. Either the
storyline is not actually intended to be read as it was published or the strange
organization is meant to punish “trade-waiters,” readers who do not purchase a storyline
as it comes out but wait for it to be released as a hardcover or trade paperback edition.

Whether or not Crisis on Infinite Earths simplified continuity or brought
permanent change to the DC Universe, it changed how continuity errors or confusing
storylines could be fixed. Crisis on Infinite Earths appealed to superreaders not just
because of the number of characters and settings it included, but because it showed how
characters’ histories were changed rather than asking superreaders to simply forget or
ignore the old multiverse. After Post-Crisis, this strategy became expected; superreaders
would not accept (or creators assumed they would not accept) any changes to characters
or the storyworld that were not shown or explained during some universe changing crisis.
Crisis on Infinite Earths created the template for every successful crossover that
followed it—a Flash should die (or at least appear to), existence itself should be
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threatened, and crowds of superheroes should gather to face it (even though some of them
will die just to make things more interesting). What separates Crisis on Infinite Earths
from its descendants is not just the fact that it was the first to do these things, but that it
was a story its writer wanted to do. In his introduction to the collected edition of Crisis
on Infinite Earths, Marv Wolfman refers to it as “not just a job, but a calling; the story I
wanted to write ever since I was a kid reading comic books…” (5). Just as Dark Age
creators took only the violence from The Dark Knight Returns and Watchmen, later crisis
crossovers imitated Crisis on Infinite Earths’ superhero deaths, crowded panels, and
universal destruction without necessarily wanting to tell that particular story or risk sales
by significantly changing the template.
By destroying the Silver Age multiverse and by allowing DC’s greatest
superheroes to fail, Crisis on Infinite Earths is the beginning of the Dark Age. Crisis on
Infinite Earths shows that DC’s superheroes can fail to save the world, not in a future that
might happen, but in regular continuity. Once Superman lacks the power to protect the
multiverse, it is only a matter of time before he is “killed,” even if he will be alive again
in time for the next threat to existence that he may or may not be able to fight. Lacking
Crisis on Infinite Earths’ sincerity and originality, each successive crossover must raise
the stakes until the gimmicks that used to be interesting are completely expected. In an
October 2011 comment on Facebook, co-publisher Dan Didio said that “there have been
no Crisis events” in the current iteration of the DC Universe. It’s likely that there will be
another Crisis eventually, and that worlds will live, worlds will die, and nothing will ever
be the same—at least until the next summer crossover.
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